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The recent development ov physics 2nd chemistry of
solids towards the study of multiphase systems arises as a
consequence of the improvements in analytical techniques
such as electron microscopy, microprobe analysis, X-ray
diffraction and in the field of Mfissbauer Spectroscopy by
the sophistication in the analysis of complex spectra using
computer irothods.

Such improvements have led in the field of minera-
logy to the development of studies in structural, electri-
cal and magnetic properties of minerais and natural solid
solutions to the point that a new interdisciplinary domain,
the physics of minerals, is becoming a firmly established
research area.

We have salectec three examples of such studies in
which Mflssbauer spectroscopy is playing a determinant ro-
le: magnetic order in silicates, bioroineralization of iron
by bacteria and order-disorder transitions in Fe-fii alloys
in meteorites.

1. Magnetic Order in Silicates

Silicates provide an area for application of the
v/el 1-established ideas of magnetism in insulating 3d com-
pounds, particularly in quasi-one or two dimensional com-
pounds.

Mfissbauer spectroscopy hes contributed substantial
ly over the last few years to an understanding of the mag-
netism of a number of silicates with sheet and chain struc

1 2 ~"
tures » . Magnetic ordering is now known to occur for a
wide variety of iron-rich silicate minerals below tempera-
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tures in the range 1-130K although none have yet been disc£

vered that are ordered at room temperature. Table 1 lists

Neel temperatures found for silicates. References to work

on their magnetic properties are given in (l»2).The ordering

somehow turns out to be antiferromagnetic in every case but

there are remarkable variations which reflect the arrange*

ments of octahedral sites where the iron is normally loca-

ted.

Framework silicates the most widespread rock-form-

ing minerals (quartz, feldspar) contain too little iron

for continuous percolation paths to exist among ferrous or

ferric cations, and therefore do not order magnetically.

Iron-rich sheet silicates, however, show very interesting

collective magnetic behaviour. The structures of the two

main families are illustrated in figure 1. 1:1 layer sili^

cates known to order include the trioctahedral, ferrous

pentins minerals greenaiita and berthiêrine and mixed-va-

lent cronstedtite . Some magnetic hyperfine spectra at 4.2K

are shown on figure 2. The ferrous absorption is rather si-

milar for all layer silicates, and it is well fitted with

an axial negative, electric field gradient (V t-3mm/s,n,*0)

with an angle e i,909 between the field gradient z-axis and

the direction of the magnetic hyperfine field. These values

imply that the iron lies in sites where the ligand octahe-

dron is effectively trigonally distorted in such a way that

the orbital singlet state A, , ?,z=0 is lowest in energy . '

When spin-orbit coupling is taken into account, the spin

Hamiltonian is of the form DS , with D positive, so the

z-axis is the hard magnetic direction and the moments tend

to lie in the plana perpendicular to z. Hence e s909. Va -

lues of D in sheet silicates are VJOK, and the trigonal

splitting of the cubic T2 triplet level is 1000-2000K. By

analogy with Fe(0H)2 whose structure resembles that of the

octahedral sheet, it was suggested that the z axis coinci-

des with the c1 direction, normal to the sheets.

The dominant exchange interactions in greenalite
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and other sheet and chain silicates containing ferrous iron
or a mixture of ferrous and ferric iron on octahedral sites
turn out to be ferromagnetic, as expected for Fe +-0-Fe +

superexchange paths with a bond angle near 909 Curie-Weiss
temperatures eD> are always positive, thus ferromagnetic
units are the characteristic element in their magnetic or-
der. For layer silicates, it is the octahedral sheets which
are ferromagnetic, with the moments lying essentially within
the plane of the sheet. Exchange coupling between the sheets
is weak, but antiferromagnetic. Hence there is a large peak
in the low-field susceptibility at the ordering temperature
T» and an upturn in the magnetization of ferrous sheet si-
licates Delow T N in fields >1 kOe due to a spin flop tran-
sition. These minerals could easily be mistaken for ferro-
magnets from thrir hysteresis loops but the magnetic order
in zero field actually consists of ferromagnetic sheets aj_
ternately ordered in opposite directions because of the
weak antiferromagnetic interplane interactions, as shown in
figure 3. This was demonstrated by neutron diffraction,
which shows a series of extra magnetic reflections with in-
dices (h ,h,(m+l )/2) appearing below T^. The ratio of intra^
plane to the interpUne coupling is of order 50, so these
materials are magnetically as well as crystallographically
two-dimensional.

Mtissbauer spectra and magnetic order in trioctahedral
2:1 layer silicates such as Hiniesotaite (a ferrous talc)
resemble those of their 1:1 counterparts. The origin of fer_
romagnetic coupling within the planes is aocin the. near
-909 Fe -0-Fe + superexchange bond angle, which leads to
values of the exchance constant of =2K. There is evidence
that the Fe -0-Fe"+ interaction is also positive, and this
may be due to virtual electron transfer, the double exchan-
ge interaction. It is generally expected that the exchange
should be positive whenever electron hooping occurs. By
contrast, the purely ferric, dioctahedral sheet silicates
have different magnetic structures. Lxamples are oxidized,
ferric cronstedtite, ferripyrophyllite .and nontroni+.e.There
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the dominant interactions are antiferromagnetic Fe -O-Fe
superexchange coupling within the plane, leading to negatj_
ve values of e .

The contrast between the latter two minerals
provides a nice example of the frustation effect of anti-
ferromagnetic interactions on a disordered lattice. The
concept of frustration was introduced by Anderson and Tou_
louse in relation to the spin glass problem, but it has wî
despread validity in magnetism of disordered and amorphous
systems. Bonnin has pointed out its relevance to dioctahe_
dral sheet silicates. Figure 4a shows the honeycomb struc-
ture when only M2 sites in the octahedral layer ere occup-
ied. Antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbour interactions can
11 be simultaneously satisfied around the six-membered
•ings and perfect antiferromagnetic order can be establishec
in principle. However, if the site occupancy is random {fî
gure 4b), there will appear three-membered rings where antj^
ferromagnetic interactions cannot be simultaneously satis-
fied and Coey finds that random non-collinear (speromagne-
tic) order sets in at a temperature which is much lower
than that expected from the strength of the individual su-
perexchange bonds . Ferripyrophyllite, a new mineral disc£
vered by F.V. Chukhrov in 1978, is the ferric form of pyro-
phyllite, the uncharged 2:1 doctahedral end member. The
ideal formula is

Ferripyrophillite: Fe2

Nontronite is a fairly common ferric smectite with a small
net charge, compensated by interlayer cations in tne ideal
formula, the octahedral layer is also saturated with ferric
iron which occupies 2/3 of the available sites

Nontronite: <M+>{Fe2+}[Si.3O, _(0H)2

The ordering temperatures of the two minerals, 18K
and 2K respectively, differ by almost an order of magnitude.
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They are expected to be quite sensitive to whether or not
the ferric cations are spatially ordered on M2 sites within
the trioctahedral sheet. Cation order of Fe + on M2 sites
has been inferred from the paramagnetic Hfissbauer spectrum
cf ferripyrophi11ite, essentially a single unresolved dou-
blet by Coey and Chukhrov . T.his gives a honeycomb magnetic
lattice which has a relatively high magnetic ordering tem-
perature. However cation disordered due tc random occupa»
tion of 2/3 of Ml and M2 sites gives a triangular lattice
with random vacancies, end the antiferromagnetic interac-
tions are frustrated by three membered rings leading to the
very low magnetic ordering temperatures found by Bonnin in
nontronite.

Chain silicates resemble the 2:1 layer silicates
structurally in that the ribbons can be considered as strip*
of the 2:1 layers. Inner octahedral sites (HI in pyroxenes,
M1-M3 in an.phibcles) should therefore resemble the sites in
the octahedral sheet to some extent, and this expectation

2
is borne- out by the sign and magnitudes of 1/2 e qQ. Split-
ting, of the T2_ triplet deduced from the temperature depen
dence of à is small in orthoferrosili'ce and n s l , so the
trigonal model does not apply. Hov/ever n is small for Ml
and £13 sites in crocidolite, and the magnetic structure of
this, alkali amphibole asbestos has been shown by neutron
diffraction to consist of ferromagnetic ribbons, coupled
antiferromagnetically as sketched in figure 5. Grunerite
proDably has a similar magnetic structure, and the spin
flop in both mineral'., occurs in 15 kOe at 4.2K. Magnetic
ordering has also been reported for riebeckite, crossite
and arfvedsonite. Antiferromagnetic couplinc is stronger
in chain silicates than sheet silicates on account of the
shorter distance between the ferromagnetic units.

Among the group silicates, the magnetic order in faya
lite has been studied by susceptibility measurements, MtJss»
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bauer spectroscopy and neut.on diffraction. Antiferroma£
netism sets in below 66K, an: the proposed magnetic stru£
ture is canted like that of haematite, down to 20K. A se-
cond transition to a collinear antiferromagnetic structure
below 20K is postulated. There have also been reports of
magnetic ordering from low-temperature Uõssbauer spectra
of the iron-rich minerals ilvaite staurolite, laihunite
(a partially ferric forrr of olivine) and alrnandite garnet,
but there is insufficient data at present to determine the
magnetic structures of these minerals .

Because of the chemical variability of minerals and
the rarity of trua iron end-members of solid solution se-
ries, some variation in the crdering temperatures and
•rher magnetic parameters is ievitable. A Mõssbauer study
r the low temperature spectra of olivines Kg2 x

F e x ^ * ^ 4
:s a function of x has shown that magnetic relaxation
effects are important for intermediate members of the se-
ries . The spectra for a sample with x=0.4, have been su£
cessfully interpreted in terms of suDerparamagnetic fluc-
tuations of small groups of ferrous ions some 20 A in si-
ze. Best fits were obtained with a distribution of relaxa-
tion times at a given temperature corresponding to a dis-
tribution of cluster sizes. It was found that natural oli^
vines from igneous intrusions have a tighter and less asym
metric size distribution than synthetic olivines, due to
the difference in coding rates. Magnesium-rich olivines
with x=0.34 from recent lavas were also found to order ma£
netically around 5K.

Study of magnetic order in silicate minerals is in
its early stages. Magnetic hyperfine spectra contain rmch
more information, particularly concerning the electronic
structure of the ferrous icn, than is available from para-
magnetic quadrupole doublets. Spectra which are unresolved
in the paramagnetic state may be clearly separated below
the magnetic ordering temperature. However, for a complete
account of the magnetic properties of the silicates the
Mõssbauer spectre must usually be interpreted in conjunct-
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ion with magnetization, susceptibility and neutron diffra£
tion data.

2. Biomineralization of iron by bacteria

Biomineralization phenomena have recently been object
of intense investigations, due its theoretical significan-
ce to geochemistry and its great practical importance in
ore mineralogy. A most interesting exemple, intimately
connected with the problems of the orientation of organis_
ms in the earth magnetic field, is that of magnetotactic
bacteria HOssbauer spectroscopy has been used as a basic
tool for the elucidation of the iron Diomineralization in
these microorganisms.

In the freshwater magnetotactic spirillum, Acuaspi-
rillum mapnetotacticum, iron comprises 2% or more of the
cellular dry weight . Electron microscopy studies of this
organisms show that it contains FejO^ particles, which are
cuboidal, 40-50 nm in width, and are arranged in a chain
that longitudinally traverses the cell. The particles are
enveloped by electron-transparent and electron-dense la-
yers; a particle and its enveloping membrane has been teir
ned a magnetosome

The magnetosomes impart a magnetic dipole moment to
12the cell, parallel to the axis of mobility . According to

1 o
the passive orientation hypothesis , the cell is oriented
as it swims in the geomagnetic field by the torque exerted
on the magnetic dipole moment by the field. Cells are ei-
ther North-seeking or South-seeking, that is, they either
swim in the field direction or opposite to the field direc

14 ~~
tion . The vi r t u a l c o m p o n e n t of the g e o m a g n e t i c field s e -
lects t he p r e d o m i n a n t p o l a r i t y in natural e n v i r o n m e n t s by
directing and keeping bacteria av/ay from the oxygen-ricn
surface waters and in the sediments * ' .

Since A. magnetotacticum is cultured in a chemically
defined medium in which iron is available as soluble fer-
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ric quinate the presence of intracellular Fe3O4 implies
a process of bacterial precipitation of this mineral, with
control of particle size, number and location in the cell.

In order to elucidate the Fe 30 4 biomineralization pr£
cess, cells and cell fractions, some isotopically enriched
in Fe-57, have been studied by Mflssbauer spectroscopy .
Cells of a non-magnetotactic variant that accumulated iron
but did not make Fe3O. and of a cloned, nonmagnetotactic
strain that accumulated less iron, were also studied. The
results suggest that Fe^O^ is precipitated by reduction of
a hydrous ferric-oxide precursor.

Mflssbauer spectra of v/et packed cells enriched in
Fe-57 at 200K can'be analyzed as a superposition of spectra
corresponding to Fe^O, (Fig. 6A) a broadened quadrupole dojj
blet with paramaters characteristic of ferric iron (Fig.6B),
and a weak quadrupole doublet v/ith parameters corresponding
to ferrous iron (Fig. 5C).

Figure 6B was also observed in lyophilized cells and
has isomer shift and quadrupole splitting parameters simi-
lar to iron in ferritin and in the mineral ferrihydrite,
indicative of ferric iron v/ith oxygen coordination. The re-
lative intensity of B to A was somewhat variable from sam-
ple to sample, depending on growth conditions. At 80K,spe£
trum A corresponds to Fe-jO. below the Verwey transition and
the parameters of spectrum B and the relative intensity of
6 to A are relatively unchanged compared to the spectrum at
250K. Between 80 and 4.2K, however, the intensity of B de-
creased with d-screasing temperature so that at 4.2K only a
residual doublet remained. A similar temperature dependen-
ce for spectrum B was also obtained in lyophilized cells.

The isomer shift and quadmpole splitting parameters
of spectrum C correspond to high spin ferrous iron in coor
dination with oxygen or nitrogen. This spectrum was not
observed with lyophilized cells, possibly as a result of
oxidation during sampla preparation. Wet, packed cells kept
unfrozen under anaerobic conditions contained increased
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amounts of material responsible for spectrum C and corres-
pondingly less material with spectral characteristics B.
Thawing and aeration of these frozen cells resulted in in-
creases in B spectral lines and concommitant decreases in
C spectral lines. This indicates that the iron atoms res-
ponsible for spectrum C came from reduction of the iron
atoms giving spectrum B. Unlike that of spectrum B, the
intensity of spectrum C did not decrease between 80 and
4.2K.

The decrease in the intensity of spectrum B between
80 and 4.2K can be explained as the onset of magnetic hy-
perfine interactions at low temperature resulting in a
concommitant decrease in the intensity of the central absor
ption doublet. This phenomenon has been observed with MOss-

19bauer spectroscopy of ferritin .
For T 80K, the spectrum of lyophilized non-magneto-

tactic cells consisted primarily of the quadrupole doublet
characteristic of ferric iron (spectrum B ) . Below 80K, the
intensity of the quadrupole doublet decreased with decreas-
ing temperature while the intensity of a six-line spectrum
flanking the doublet increased. At 4.2K the spectrum (Fig.
7) consisted primarily of ths six broadened magnetic hyper_
fine lines, with a small residual doublet in the center.
Application of a longitudinal magnetic field of 60 kOe pro-
duced broadening of the six-line spectrum but with no appre
ciable shifts in the line positions and no decreases in any
line intensities.

These spectral characteristics are indicative of small
particles of hydrous-ferric-oxide with antiferromagnetic ex-
change interactions similar to those of the ferric iron
within ferritin micelles and in ferrihydrite. By comparison
with ferritin, the experimental results indicate that hydrous-
ferric-oxide particles in the non-magnetotactic cells are
of the order of 100 A in diameter, or less, unlike ferritin
or ferrihydrite, however, there was a residual quadrupole
doublet in the 4.2K spectrum of magnetotactic and non-mag-
netotactic cells. The intensity of this residual doublet va
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ried somewhat from sample to sample, but its presence sug-
gests another high spin ferric material with high tempera-
ture spectral characteristics similar to those of ferrihy-
drite, but with iron atoms less densely packed so that mag
netic exchange interactions between them are weaker and
the spectrum is not magnetically split at 4.2K. This latter
material was also observed in a cloned, nonmagnetotactic
strain of A. Magnetotacticutn that accumulates less iron.

The Mflssbauer spectrum of wet, packed cells of the
cloned non-magnetotactic strain consisted of a quadrupole
absorption doublet for T>4.2K. The spectral parameters(Fig.8).
obtained at 80K were similar to those of spectrum 6B in mao[
netotactic cells indicating the presence of a high spin
ferric iron material. Application of an external 60 kOe
magnetic field at 4.2K results in spectra with a broad dis_
tribution of hyperfine fields. These spectral characteris-
tics indicate the presence of high spin Fe + in a hydrous
oxide with magnetic exchange interactions <4K, that is,
where the iron atoms are less densely packed than in ferri^

hydrite. This material has similar spectral characteristics
20to the iron storage material in E. coli .

When these wet, packed cells were held above 275K in
an anaerobic environment, a ferrous spectrum similar to spec
triim 6C appeared, in addition to the ferric-iron doublet.
This indicates that the hydrous-ferric-oxide in cells of
this strain can be reduced to ferrous iron as with cells of
the other strain.

On the basis of the foregoing results it has been pro
posed that A. Magnetotacticum precipitates Fe,0. in the se
quence: Fe quinate -»• Fe z + ->low density hydrous ferric •*

To

oxide -> ferrihydrite •* Fe^O. . In non-magnetotactic cells
the process stops with ferrihydrite. In cells of the clo-
ned, non-magnetotactic strain the process stops with low
density hydrous ferric oxide.

In the proposed process, iron enters the cell as Fe
chelated by quinic acid. Reduction to Fe releases iron
from the chelator. Fe is reoxidized and accumulated as
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the low density hydrous iron oxide. By analogy with the de-

position of iron in the r.ncellar cores of the protein ferri
21 ~~

tin this oxidation step might involve molecular oxygen,

which is required for Fe3G. precipitation in A. Magnetotac-

ticum. Dehydration of the low-density hydrous ferric oxide

results in ferrihydrite. Finally, partial reduction of fejr

rihy-rite and further dehydration yields Fe^O..

In addition to elucidating the Fe^O. precipitation

process, Môssbauer spectroscopy has been used to determine

the effective viscosity of the magnetosomes in magnetotac-

tic cells22.

The detection is based on the fact that in cells at

ambient tenperatures the magnetosornes will undergo small

diffusive displacements, the magnitudes of which are rela-

ted to the viscosity of i'r.zir surroundings. It has been

previously shown that for iron containing colloidal parti-

cles introduced into a viscous fluid, the Mflssbauer line

width is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the
23fluid . Furthermore, it has beer, demonstrated recently

that the Müssbauer effect (MI) on iron-containing proteins
in cells can be used co determine the viscosity of the

24iron containing environmsnt

The Müssbauer spectrum of the whole magnetotactic

cells at T=275K was dramatically different from that of the

frozen cells (T=265K). At 275K it consisted primarily of a

broad-line of width r = 72^1 mm/s. The width of the broad

line increased with increasing temperature to r = 139.0 '

mm/s at T=295K. Hov;ever, the total spectral intensity was

temperature independent and equal to thi. total spectral ijn

tensity of the sharp line spectrum of the frozen cells.

The dramatic change of the spectral shape from a nor-

mal sharp-line spectrum betwsan +8 and -8 mn/s to an anoina

lous broad-line spectrum with half width 10 cm/s can be ex-

plained by the onset of diffusive motions of the Fe-0« pa£

tides in the bacteria as they are warmed through the solid

liquid phase transition of the cytoplasmic fluid at 270K.

Evidence for this coir-as from the fact that the freeze-dried
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cells the sharp-line spectrum ptrsists at 300K and the
broad-line spectrum is never observed. An analysis of the
broad-line spectra was basad on en extention of the "boun-
ded diffusion" model previously developed for iron-contai-
rving proteins in whole cells24»25»25.

It was found that rotational and translational mo-
tions of the individual particles are small (e <1.5°;
<x > <8.4 A) and that the effective viscosity of the
cytot asm of tha magnetotactic bact&ria is about 15 times
greaUr th3n the viscosity of water.

3. Ord&r-disorder transitions in re-Mi alloys in meteori-
tes.

The Hî in source of infernation on the cosmochemistry
of the solar systeri are meteorites and lunar samples. One \
of the most important questions regarding these materials \
are the thermal processeis which they have been subject. \
The cooling rats problem of ir.atsorites is essential for jj
the understanding of their miner<.logical features . This j
is particularly clear with the iro;i-nickel alloys of mete- \
orites, v/hich are present in jrost neteorites, either as a \
major constituent, in the so-called iron-meteorites, or in ;
small particles as in the chondrites.

Müssbauer spectroscopy has given a fundamental contri^
bution for the discovery of a new phase in the Fe-Ni alloys

22 29 3D
of meteorites * ' , whose physical properties may be
related to cooling rates and other thermal processes expe-

31 32rienced by meteorites *
The ordered Fe-Jíi (50-50) alloy forms an ordered pha

se with superstructure Lie; nt temperatures below the criti
cal order-disordor transition of TC=539K. Due to the extr£
mely slow diffusion rats below this temperature it has not
been possible to obtain the ordered phase by thermal annea_
ling. In fact, the discovery of this phase has been made
by neutron irradiation of the corresponding disordered
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Fe-Ni alloy, which produces ordered domains of small dimen
sions 3 3' 3 4.

The ordered phase presents a small tetragonal distor-
tion (| = 1.0036) and for this reason has been called by

36

the name of tetrataenite , after its discovery in meteo-
rites.

The typical Mflssbauer spectrum of meteoritical taeni-
te presents: (Fig. 9).
a - a central single line due Fe-Ni alloy with less than

about 25% Ni content.
b - a magnetic splitted hyperfine pattern, with typical

assymetry due to the presence of a quadrupole splitt-
ing, which arises from the tetragonal distortion in t£
trataenite.
The Mõssbauer parameters of tetrataenite have been

found to vary for the different meteorites . Both the iji
ternal magnetic field H. and the electrical quadrupole
splitting AE vary with the degree of order of tetrataeni-

37
te . Distinct values for the AE have been reported, ran-
ging from 0.25 mm/s for the Fe-Ni alloy with high degree
of ordering to about M) for the disordered alloy. The hy-
perfine field and the width of the absorption lines tend
to increase with increasing disorder in tetrataenite.Thus,
the spreading of the values of the hyperfine interactions
observed reflects the different degree of ordering of t£
trataenite in the different meteorites.

Fig. 10 reproduces the results obtained from Mflssbauer
measurements of tetrataenite extracted from iron meteorites
which belong to different chemical groups of the meteorite
classification. The results revealed large variations in
the degree of order which were attributed to their diffe-
rent cooling rates below the order-disorder transition tern
perature.

The 1A meteorites and Dayton 111D seem to have cooled
slower (high degree of order in tetrataenite) than the
IIIA meteorites, and the IVA meteorites like Gibeon and
Harriman have a rather fast cooling rate as compared to
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the previous in some meteorites, like Cratheus, the cool-
ing rate has been fast enough that no tetrataenite has
been fo.med.

Thus, there appears to exist an interesting correla_
tion between the Mflssbauer hyperfine parameters and the
differences in cooling rates of the iron meteorites.

Besides cooling rates, other important event in the
history of meteorites is shock. Shock waves can modify the
degree of ordering of tetrataenite by reheating and mecha-

op

nical distortions . In a detailed study by Mdssbauer spe£
troscopy of the metal particles extracted from about 20
chondrites ,we observed a correlation between the distinct
values of the hyperfine parameters and the shock history of
chondrites.

On the basis of the valu3S of the quadrupole splitt-
ing it has been possible to distinguish 3 distinct groups
of chondrites. The chondrites Tieschitz, Bjurbole, Appley
Bridge, Allegan, Soko Bsnjú» S. Severin, Olivenza, present
the value of AE in ths range 0.25 to 0.19 mm/s (+ O.D2).For
these chondrites no evidence for shock or reheating is re-
ported from mineralogies! studies. The values of the magne-
tic hyperfine field were found to vary around an average
value of 291 kOs and the average line width r is 0.38 mm/s.
The ordered phase appears to be in a high state of order
in the metal particles of these chondrites.

Chondrites moderately shocked or with some evidence
for reheating such as: L'Aigle, Dhurmsala,- Parnallee, Pa-
rambu, Lake Labyrinth present the AE value in the range
0.16 to 0.12 mm/s. The average value for H^ is 295 kOe and
for r is 0.45 mm/s.

For strongly reheated chondrites and with severe shock
evidence such as: ErgheOj Paragould black, Paragould gray,
Knyahinya, Peetz, Shaw, the value of E is practically zero
or no evidence for the presence of tetrataenite is observed
(Paragould and Knyahinya). The average H^ is hiqher (307k0e)
and the lines are broadened, with average value for this
group of ̂ 0.48 mm/s.
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It appears thus that the degree of order of tetratae_

nite is influenced by several factors, such as the cooling

rate, the extension of shock. Further studies are required

for a detailed understanding of the correlations between

the Mõssbauer spectra of tetrataenite and the parameters

of cosmochemicai significance in meteorites.

I am indebted to J.M.D. Coey and R.B. Frankel for ex-

tended contributions to tbe first and second part of this pi»

per. This work was supported by the Brazilian Academy of

Sciences.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Fragments of the structure of sheet silicates, a)

1:1 layer and b) 2:1 layer.

Fig. 2 - Magnetic hyperfine spectra et 4.2K; a) greenalite,

b) cronstedtite, c) roinnesotaite, d) ferripyrophyj[

lite» e) crocidolite, f) ilvaite. All are powder

samples.

Fig. 3 - Schematic magnetic structure for greenalite deter-

mined by neutron diffraction.

Fig. 4 - a) Antifarrcmagnetic oráer in an hexagonal lattice,

b) Frustration in a triangular lattice.

Fig. 5 - Schematic magnetic structure for crocidalite.

Fig. 6 - Mõssbauer spectrum of wet packed magnetotactic bac-

teria (MS-1) at 2OCK. Spectrum A is due to Fe3O4 ;

spectrum B is a ferric doublet; spectrum C is a fer

rous doublet.

Fig. 7 - Mõssbauer spsctrt::n of lyophilized non-magnetotactic

cells, a) 100K; b) 4CK; c) 4.2K.

Fig. 8 - Mõssbauer spectrum of wet, packed cells of a non-

magnetotactic strain at a) 4.2K and b) in a longitjj

dinal magnetic field of 60 fcOe.

Fig. 9 - Mõssbauer spectra of taenite from meteorites. »a) To-

luca, b) Santa Catherine and c) Saint Siverin.

Fig. 10 - Mõssbauer parameters of tetrataenite for different

iron meteorites. The internal field H.. and the qua-

drupole splitting àí vary with the degree of order

of tetratsenits. The state of order reflets the diff

rent cooling experienced by the meteorites below the

transition temperature Tr = 3209C.
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TABLE

MAGNETIC ORDERING TEMPERATURES FOR IRON-RICH SILICATE

MINERALS

1:1 layer si 1

Greenalite
Berthierine
Cronstedtite

2:1 layer si 1

Ferripyrophyl
Minnesotaite
Glauconite
Montronite
Biotite
Thuringite

Pyroxenes

Orthoferrosil

icates

icates

lite

ite

TN
(K)

17
9
12

18
20

2
7

^4

37

Amphiboles

Grunerite
Riebeckite
Crocidolite

Group silicates

Fayalite
Laihunite

Staurolite

Ilvaite

'N
(K)

4b
23
30

66

90


